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Idiomaticphrasesdifferin the extent to which they can undergo
syntactic operations and still retain their idiomaticinterpretaFraser's (1970) thoroughdescriptionof this phenomenon
distinguishessix levels of syntactic "frozenness";for example,
he assigns build castles in the air to level 0 (completely frozen),
whereas let the cat out of the bag appears in level 5 (virtually

unfrozen):
(1) *Castles were built in the air all the time by her improvidenthusband.
(2) *He built castles most outrageouslyin the air.
(3) The cat was let out of the bag that evening by their
over-excited child.
(4) He let the cat most decidedly out of the bag.
The mental representationof idioms is not differentially
affected by variationon this dimension;idioms are stored and
accessed as unitarylexical items, irrespectiveof their level of
syntactic frozenness (Swinney and Cutler (1979)). Syntactic
frozenness is apparentlynot correlatedwith differingmanner
of mental representation.
The present study was undertakento examine an alternative possibility, namelythat syntacticfrozenness may be correlated with the length of time that the idiom has been present
in the language. To investigate this, the sample of idioms of
This research was supportedby the Science Research Council.
Thanks to C. J. Darwin, M. Deuchar, and P. N. Johnson-Lairdfor
useful comments.
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differinglevels of frozenness that Fraser(1970)used was simply
checked against the Oxford English Dictionary (1933; henceforth OED) to ascertain the earliest attested citation for each
one.
Note that this procedure will yield only an approximate
estimate. First, Fraser's list of examples is a very small subset
of the total populationof idioms in the English language;and
moreover, as Fraser points out, his assignmentof a particular
idiom to a particularlevel representsthe state of affairsin his
own dialect and may not hold for some or most other speakers
of English. Second, the OED's written sources are obviously
more numerous in later centuries than in earlier, so that the
chance that a particularform present in the languagewill occur
in the availablewrittencorpus is rathersmallerfor earliertimes
than for later; in addition, the type of literarytext availableto
the lexicographermay change across the centuries, and some
types of text may be more likely to containidioms than others.
There is no reason to believe, however, that the variations
across literary sources are confounded with syntactic frozenness.
Fraser's (1970, 40-41) lists of "representativeexamples"
for each of his six frozenness categories yielded 131idioms. Of
these, 106 were found to have entries in the OED, with the
earliest citations for their unequivocally idiomatic readings
rangingfrom the thirteenthto the twentieth centuries. (All the
idioms could also take a literal reading;idiom-only stringse.g. cast a slur on-all belong to the completely frozen category.) A furthereight were located in forms minimallyvariant
from those given by Fraser (e.g. make the best of a bad job
rather than Fraser's . . . bad deal). Fourteen were not listed

in their idiomatic sense at all, and a furtherthree which were
listed had no dated citation.
The proportionsof earliest citation dates across centuries
for each level of syntacticfrozenness are given in table 1. Level
0 contains those idioms Fraser holds to be completely frozen,
undergoingno syntactic operationsat all; level 1 is almost completely frozen (that is, idioms of this class can undergo only
minimaltransformation);and so on throughlevel 5, which contains those idioms least restricted in the operations they can
undergo while retainingtheir idiomatic sense. (Fraser claims
that no idioms are completely unrestricted.)
Frozenness and age are not perfectly correlated;but there
is a reliable tendency for the more frozen idioms to have been
longer in the language. An estimate of correlation(Kendall's
tau) reveals that the distributionshown in table 1 differs significantlyfrom that which would be expected by chance alone:
T = .17, z = 2.79, p < .005. If the date distributionsare collapsed across the two most frozen, the two mildlyfrozen, and
the two least frozen levels, respectively, the median earliest
citation date occurringin the dictionary for levels 0 and I is
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Table 1. Earliest citations given by OED: proportions of each
frozenness category occurring in each century

Fraser's level:
Century
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
Not listed
No citation
(Numberof examples
given by Fraser)

0

1

2

.05
.21
.26
.05
.32

.08
.12
.04
.16
.20
.16
.16

.05
.05
.09
.41
.05
.14
.18

.11

.08

.05

3

4

5

.11

.07
.50
.07
.28
.07

.03
.03
.28
.06
.13
.34
.03
.06
.03

.16
.37
.16
.16
.05

(19) (25) (22) (14) (32) (19)

1631, for levels 2 and 3 1705, and for levels 4 and 5 1801. It
mightbe claimed that the 14 idioms not listed in the dictionary
are of recent origin and should therefore be assigned to the
twentieth century; if this is done, the median earliest citation
dates shift to 1660, 1777, and 1829, respectively.
Thus, imperfectas the presentanalysis must be, it suggests
that those idiomaticexpressions which are least susceptibleto
syntactic operations are also those which have been in use in
the languagein their idiomaticform for the longest time. There
are several possible reasons why this should be so. On the one
hand, it may be that syntactic freezingis a gradualprocess that
afflicts idioms over a period of decades or centuries. If this is
the case, then one might expect to find that idioms which are
highly frozen today occur in a less frozen form in texts from
earliertimes. Limited supportfor this hypothesis can be found
even in the OED, which cites instances in which bluild castles
in the air (Fraser's level 0) was used in passive form in 1575
and 1630, and burn the candle at both ends (Fraser's level 1)

with an inserted parenthesisin 1848. On the other hand, syntactic frozenness may occur when the meaningof the idiom is
no longer obvious, the originalliteralreferencehavingbecome
obscuredby time. (Recallthat idioms lackingany literalreading
at all are assigned to Fraser's level 0.) On this hypothesis, kick
over the traces and let off steam would belong to Fraser's level

0 because nowadays we travel by horseless carriageand electrified railway.
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A CASEAGAINST
THE
MORPHOPHONEMICALLOPHONICPRINCIPLE

YoshimitsuKanai,
Gunma University

1. Koutsoudashas proposedthe Morphophonemic-Allophonic
Principle as one of the universalprinciplesof rule application.'

(1) The Morphophonemic-AllophonicPrinciple
A morphophonemicrule applicationmust always take
precedenceover an allophonicrule application.Giver
a rule A

-*

B/ C

D applicable to a form CAD,

the applicationof this rule is morphophonemicif there
are strings of the form CBD which could be derived
from a source other than CAD; otherwise the application of the rule is allophonic. (Koutsoudas (1980,
32))
Koutsoudas (1980, 33) also claims that the distinctionbetween morphophonemicand allophonic rules is precisely Kiparsky's distinction between neutralizingand nonneutralizing
rules.
(2) Given a phonological process P: A

-*

B / XC

DY, P is neutralizingif there are strings of the form
CBD in the immediateinputof P; otherwise P is nonneutralizing.(Kiparsky(1976, 169))
Here I would like to discuss an exaMplefrom the Tohoku
dialect of Japanese which suggests that Koutsoudas's distinc=
tion between morphophonemicand allophonic rules does not
correspond precisely to Kiparsky's distinction and that the
Morphophonemic-AllophonicPrinciple does not always predict the precedence of rule application.
2. The Tohoku dialect of Japanese has the follOWitlgrules
(Inoue (1968), Miyajima (1961), Muraki (1970), Ohishi and
Uemura (1975)).2

(3) a. Syllabic Nasal Formation
[ + nasal] -[

+ syll]

l

{C,#}

b. Nasal Insertion

This principlewas first proposedin 1973at the annualmeeting
of the KentuckyForeignLanguageConference,Lexington,Kentucky.
2 The details
of the rule forms and the qualityof high vowels are
omittedfor the sake of clarity.

